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Abstract. This paper presents a methodology for extracting meaningful
synchronous structures from multi-modal signals. Simultaneous process-
ing of multi-modal data can reveal information that is unavailable when
handling the sources separately. However, in natural high-dimensional
data, the statistical dependencies between modalities are, most of the
time, not obvious. Learning fundamental multi-modal patterns is an al-
ternative to classical statistical methods. Typically, recurrent patterns
are shift invariant, thus the learning should try to find the best match-
ing filters. We present a new algorithm for iteratively learning multi-
modal generating functions that can be shifted at all positions in the
signal. The proposed algorithm is applied to audiovisual sequences and
it demonstrates to be able to discover underlying structures in the data.
1 Introduction
Multi-modal signal analysis has received an increased interest in the last years.
Multi-modal signals are sets of heterogeneous signals originating from the same
phenomenon but captured using different sensors, having thus different char-
acteristics. Each modality typically brings some information about the others
and their simultaneous processing can uncover relationships that are otherwise
unavailable when considering the signals separately. In this work we analyze a
broad class of multi-modal signals exhibiting correlations along time. Mutual
dependencies along time can be discovered observing the temporal evolution of
the signals. Examples come from neuroscience, where EEG and functional MRI
(fMRI) are jointly analyzed to study brain activation patterns [1]; environmental
science, where different spatio-temporal measurements are correlated to discover
connections between local and global phenomena [2]; multimedia signal process-
ing, where audio and video sequences are combined to localize the sound source
in the video [3–6]. Also humans exploit the temporal co-occurrence of acoustic
and visual stimuli to enhance their comprehension of audiovisual scenes [7].
Temporal correlation across modalities is exploited by seeking for patterns
showing a certain degree of synchrony. Typically, research efforts have focused
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on the statistical modelling of the dependencies between modalities. In [1] EEG
and fMRI structures having maximal temporal covariance are extracted, in [3]
projections onto maximally independent audiovisual subspaces are considered,
in [4] the video components correlated with the audio are detected maximizing
the Mutual Information between audio energy and pixel values, in [5] audio-
video quantities are correlated using Canonical Correlation Analysis. However,
the features employed to represent the different modalities are basic and barely
connected with the physics of the observed phenomena (e.g. video sequences are
represented using time series of pixel intensities). This can be a limit of existing
approaches: multi-modal features having low structural content can be difficult
to extract and manipulate. Moreover, the interpretation of the results can be
problematic without an accurate modelling of the observed phenomenon.
However, the problem can be attacked from another point of view. The com-
plexity of multi-modal fusion algorithms can be concentrated on the modelling of
the modalities, so that meaningful structures can be extracted from the signals
and synchronous patterns can be easily detected.
An application of this paradigm can be found in [6], where meaningful audio-
visual structures are defined as temporally proximal audio-video events. Audio
and video signals are represented in terms of their most salient structures over
redundant dictionaries of functions, making possible the definition of audio-video
events. The synchrony of these events appears to reflect the presence of a com-
mon source, which is effectively localized. The key idea of this approach is to
use high-level features to represent signals, which are introduced by making use
of codebooks of functions. The audio signal is decomposed as a sum of Gabor
atoms, while the video sequence is expressed as a combination of edge-like func-
tions which are tracked through time. Such audio and video representations are
still quite general, and can be employed to represent any audiovisual sequence.
However, the main advantage of dictionary-based techniques is the freedom in
designing the dictionary, which can be efficiently tailored to closely match signal
structures [8–12]. Often, natural signals have highly complex underlying struc-
tures, which makes it difficult to explicitly define a link between a class of signals
and a dictionary. This paper presents a learning algorithm that tries to capture
the underlying structures of multi-modal signals enforcing synchrony between
modalities. We propose to learn multi-modal generating functions, i.e. functions
constituted of multiple components, one for each signal modality, and that exist
in the same time slot. Each function defines a set of atoms corresponding to all
its translations. This is notably motivated by the fact that natural signals often
exhibit statistical properties invariant to translation, and the use of generating
functions allows to generate big dictionaries while using only few parameters.
The proposed algorithm learns the generating functions successively and can be
stopped when a sufficient number of atoms have been found.
The algorithm presented in this paper is the generalization to multi-modal
signals of the MoTIF algorithm [13]. Following this work, in the next section we
reformulate the problem of learning multi-modal generating functions.
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2 Learning Multi-Modal Dictionaries
Formally, the aim is to learn a collection G = {gk}
K
k=1 of multi-component gener-
ating functions gk such that a highly redundant dictionary D adapted to a class
of signals can be created by applying all possible translations to the generating
functions of G. The function gk can consist in an arbitrary number of compo-
nents. For simplicity, we will treat here the bimodal case; however, the extension
to the multichannel case is straightforward. A 2-components generating function
can be written as gk = (g
(1)
k , g
(2)
k ), where g
(1)
k and g
(2)
k are the components of
gk on the two modalities. The components do not have to be homogeneous in
dimensionality; however, they have to share a common temporal dimension.
For the rest of the paper, we assume that the signals denoted by lower case
letters are discrete and of infinite size. Finite size vectors and matrices are de-
noted with bold characters. Let T
(i)
p be the operator that translates an infinite
signal on channel i by p ∈ ZZ samples. Let the set {T
(i)
p g
(i)
k } contain all possible
atoms generated by applying the translation operator to g
(i)
k . The dictionary
generated by G is D = {{(T
(1)
p g
(1)
k , T
(2)
p g
(2)
k )}, k = 1 . . .K}. The couple of op-
erators (T
(1)
p , T
(2)
p ) translates the signals synchronously on the two channels, in
such a way that their temporal proximity is preserved.
The learning is done using a training set ofN bimodal signals {(f
(1)
n , f
(2)
n )}Nn=1,
where f
(1)
n and f
(2)
n are the components of the signal on the two modalities.
The signals have infinite size and they are non null on their support of size
(Sf(1) , Sf(2)). Similarly, the size of the support of the generating functions to
learn is (Sg(1) , Sg(2)) such that Sg(1) < Sf(1) and Sg(2) < Sf(2) . The proposed
algorithm learns translation invariant filters iteratively. For the first one, the
aim is to find g1 such that the dictionary {(T
(1)
p g
(1)
1 , T
(2)
p g
(2)
1 )} is the most cor-
related in mean with the signals in the training set. Hence, it is equivalent to
the following optimization problem:
UP : g
(i)
1 = argmax
‖g(i)‖2=1
N∑
n=1
max
pn
| 〈f (i)n , T
(i)
pn
g(i)〉 |2 , (1)
which has to be solved simultaneously for the two modalities (i = 1, 2).
For learning the successive generating functions, the problem can be slightly
modified to include a constraint penalizing a generating function if a similar one
has already been found. Assuming that k − 1 generating functions have been
learnt, the optimization problem to find gk can be written as:
CP : g
(i)
k = argmax
‖g(i)‖2=1
∑N
n=1 maxpn | 〈f
(i)
n , T
(i)
pn g
(i)〉 |2
∑k−1
l=0
∑
p | 〈g
(i)
l , T
(i)
p g(i)〉 |2
, (2)
which again has to be solved simultaneously for the two modalities (i = 1, 2).
Finding the best solution to the unconstrained problem (UP) or the con-
strained problem (CP) is hard. However, the problem can be split into several
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simpler steps following a localize and learn paradigm [13]. Such strategy is partic-
ularly suitable for this scenario, since we want to learn meaningful synchronous
patterns that are localized in time and that represent well the signals. Thus, we
propose to perform the learning by iteratively solving the following four steps:
1. (localize) for a given generating function g
(1)
k [j] at iteration j, find the best
translations pn[j],
2. (learn) update g
(2)
k [j] by solving UP (1) or CP (2), where the optimal trans-
lations pn are fixed to the previous values pn[j],
3. (localize) find the best translations pn[j + 1] using the function g
(2)
k [j + 1],
4. (learn) update g
(1)
k [j + 1] by solving UP (1) or CP (2), where the optimal
translations pn are fixed to the previous values pn[j + 1].
Note that the temporal synchrony between generating functions on the two chan-
nels is simply enforced at the learning steps (2 and 4), where the optimal trans-
lation pn found for one modality is also kept for the other one.
The first and third steps consist in finding the location of the maximum
correlation between each learning signal f
(i)
n and the generating function g(i).
Let now consider the second and fourth steps and define g
(i)
k ∈ IR
S
g(i) the
restriction of the infinite size signal g
(i)
k to its support. As the translation admits
a well defined adjoint operator, 〈f
(i)
n , T
(i)
pn g
(i)
k 〉 can be replaced by 〈T
(i)
−pnf
(i)
n , g
(i)
k 〉.
Let F(i)[j] be the matrix (Sf(i) rows, N columns), whose columns are made of
the signals f
(i)
n shifted by −pn[j]. More precisely, the j
th column of F(i)[j] is
f
(i)
n,−pn[j]
, the restriction of T
(i)
−pn[j]
f
(i)
n to the support of g
(i)
k , of size S
(i)
g . We
denote A(i)[j] = F(i)[j]F(i)[j]
T
.
With these notations, the second step of the unconstrained problem can be
written:
g
(i)
k [j + 1] = argmax
||g(i)||2=1
g(i)
T
A(i)[j]g(i) (3)
where .T denotes the transposition. The best generating function g
(i)
k [j + 1] is
the eigenvector associated with the biggest eigenvalue of A(i)[j].
For the constrained problem, we want to force g
(i)
k [j+1] to be as de-correlated
as possible from all the atoms in Dk−1. This corresponds to minimizing
k−1∑
l=1
∑
p
|〈T−pg
(i)
l , g
(i)〉|2 (4)
or, denoting
B
(i)
k =
k−1∑
l=1
∑
p
g
(i)
l,−p g
(i)
l,−p
T
, (5)
to minimizing g(i)
T
B
(i)
k g
(i). With these notations, the constrained problem can
be written as:
g
(i)
k [j + 1] = argmax
||g(i)||2=1
g(i)
T
A(i)[j]g(i)
g(i)
T
B
(i)
k g
(i)
(6)
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The best generating function g
(i)
k [j + 1] is the eigenvector associated to the
biggest eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue problem defined in (6). Defining
B
(i)
1 = Id, we can use CP for learning the first generating function g1.
The unconstrained single-channel algorithm has been proven to converge in
a finite number of iterations to a generating function locally maximizing the
unconstrained problem [13]. We observed on numerous experiments that the
constrained algorithm and the multi-modal constrained algorithm typically con-
verge in few steps to a stable solution independently of the initialization.
3 Experiments
In the first experiment a multi-modal dictionary is learned on a set of three
audiovisual sequences representing the same mouth uttering the digits from zero
to nine in English. In this case the two modalities are audio and video, which
share a common temporal axis. The audio was recorded at 44 kHz and it was
sub-sampled to 8 kHz, while the video was recorded at 29.97 frames/second
(fps) and at a resolution of 70 × 110 pixels. The total length of the training
sequences is 806 frames, i.e. approximately 27 seconds. Note that the sampling
frequencies along the time axis for the two modalities are different, thus when
passing from one modality to the other a re-sampling factor r equal to the ratio
between the two frequencies has to be applied, i.e. r = 8000/29.97 ≈ 267. The
audio signal is considered as is while the video is whitened using the procedure
described in [12] to speed up the training. The learning is performed on audio-
video patches extracted from the original signals. We use patches whose size
f
(a)
n is 6407 audio samples, while f
(v)
n is 31× 31 pixels in space and 23 frames in
time. We learn 20 generating functions consisting of an audio component of 3204
samples and a video component of size 16× 16 pixels in space and 12 frames in
time. The first 15 elements of the learned dictionary are shown in Fig. 1. The
video component of each function is shown on the left, with time proceeding left
to right, while the audio part is on the right, with time on the horizontal axis.
Concerning the video components, they are spatially localized and oriented
edge detector functions. They oscillate in time, describing typical movements of
different parts of the mouth during the utterances. The audio parts of the gener-
ating functions contain almost all the numbers present in the training sequences.
In particular, when listening to the waveforms, one can clearly distinguish the
words zero (functions #1, #8, #11, #14), one (#4), two (#3, #10), three (#5),
five (#7, #15), seven (#12), nine (#6, #9, #13). Typically, different instances
of the same number have different characteristics, like length or frequency con-
tent (i.e. compare audio functions #1, #8, #11 and #14). As already observed
in [13], both components of generating function #2 are mainly high frequency
due to the de-correlation constraint with the first atom.
In order to study the differences between the single-channel learning algo-
rithm and its multi-modal version, we learn 20 audio generating functions on the
audio training set used in the previous experiment using the single-channel Mo-
TIF algorithm [13]. The resulting learned dictionary has characteristics similar
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1
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9
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13
14
15
Fig. 1. Audio-video generating functions. Shown are the first 15 functions learned, each
consisting on an audio and a video component. Video components are on the left, with
time proceeding left to right. Audio components are on the right, with time on the
horizontal axis.
to those of the audio components of the multi-modal dictionary shown in Fig. 1.
However, the variety of functions that are learned is smaller than in the previous
experiment. In particular, when listening to the waveforms it is possible to dis-
tinguish instances of the words zero, one, three, five, nine. Interestingly, it seems
that forcing the algorithm to learn meaningful audio features synchronous to
meaningful video features allows to uncover richer and wider-ranging structures.
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Fig. 2. Sample frame of the test audiovisual sequence. The white cross highlights the
median spatial position of the video maxima.
In the third experiment we test how the learned dictionary is able to recover
meaningful audiovisual patterns in real multimedia sequences. We consider a
clip consisting in two persons in front of the camera arranged as in Fig. 2. One
of the subjects (the person on the left) is uttering digits in English, while the
other one is mouthing exactly the same words. The clip can be downloaded
through http://lts2www.epfl.ch/∼monaci/avLearn.html. The audio track
is at 8 kHz, while the video is at 29.97 fps and at a resolution of 480×720 pixels.
The speaker is the same subject whose mouth was used to train the multi-modal
dictionary in Fig. 1; however, the training sequences are different from the test
sequence. We want to underline that such a sequence is particularly difficult to
analyze, since both persons are mouthing the same words at the same time. The
task of associating the sound with the “real” speaker is thus non-trivial.
The audio track of the test clip is filtered with each audio component of the 20
learned generating functions. For each audio function we keep the time position
of maximum projection and we consider a window of 31 frames around this time
position in the video. This video patch is filtered with the corresponding video
component and the spatio-temporal position of maximum projection between the
video and the learned video generating function is kept. Thus, for each multi-
modal function we obtain the position of maximal projection over the time axis
for the audio part and the location of maximal projection over the image plane
and over time for the video component. What we expect is that the spatial
position of the video maxima are localized on the speaker’s mouth and that the
relative shift between the time positions of the audio and video maxima is small.
The mean shift between audio-video pairs is found to be equal to 1.5 frames,
which is a reasonably good result considering the errors introduced by the re-
sampling applied to audio-video signals. The median spatial position of the video
maxima is located on the speaker’s mouth, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case the
median is consider in order to filter out spurious erroneous maxima positions
that would bias the centroid estimate. Using the learned dictionary it is possible
to detect synchronous audio-video patterns, recovering the synchrony between
audio and video tracks and localizing the sound source on the video sequence.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper we present a new method to learn translation invariant multi-modal
functions adapted to a class of multi-component signals. Generating waveforms
are iteratively found using a localize and learn paradigm which enforces temporal
synchrony between modalities. A constraint in the objective function forces the
learned waveforms to have low correlation, such that no function is picked sev-
eral times. The algorithm seems to capture well the underlying structures in the
data. The dictionary includes elements that describe typical audiovisual features
present in the training signals. The learned functions have been used to analyze
a complex sequence, obtaining encouraging results in recovering audio-video syn-
chrony and localizing the sound source on the video sequence. Applications of
this technique to other types of multi-modal signals, like climatologic or EEG-
fMRI data, are foreseen.
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